DOUBLE DOKER™
ULTRA HIGH-DENSITY, TWO-TIER BICYCLE RACK
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FOR THE BIKES
- Built-in locking loop secures bike frame & tire
- Vertically staggered design reduces bike conflict
- Accommodates almost all bike types

THE DETAILS
- Configurations by sets of 2
- 4, 6, 8, & 10-bike capacity units
- Two-tier enables double the density
- Gas strut load assist
- Convenient locking loops secure the bicycle frame & tire
- Movable legs allow for flexible layouts, top shelf can stand alone to create space for other racks or storage
- Silver hot-dipped galvanized finish.
- Surface mount - Concrete (anchors sold separately)

FOR THE USER
- Tray smoothly lowers and raises bicycles with controled pump
- Lowers & lifts the bicycles for easy use
- User only lifts bicycle 2” off the ground, exceeding most nationwide ordinance standards
- Accommodates almost all rider demographics